The American Australia Association (AAA) is committed to investing in the future of honorably discharged American and Australian military veterans by supporting educational opportunities which build new skills and create prosperous post-military careers.

Launched in 2017, on the 75th Anniversary of the Battle of the Coral Sea, our American-Australian Veterans’ Fund provides undergraduate and graduate scholarships of $40,000 to American and Australian military veterans, to support one year of full-time study in any disciplinary field, in the country of the other.

★ 10+ scholarships awarded annually
★ 20+ scholarships awarded since 2017
★ $800,000 invested

Our Goal:
With your help, the AAA aims to double the number of veteran scholarships awarded each year, to 20 per annum

How You Can Help:
Fund a ‘Named’ Veteran scholarship with a $50,000 per annum contribution. Scholarship contributions are 100% tax-deductible donations.
“Simply put, the AAA scholarship has made graduate studies in the United States financially possible and provides growth and an experience which would not have been possible in Australia alone. My aim is to one day pay forward this scholarship by helping someone from a similar background achieve things which help our nation.”

★★ CALLUM NEWTON
AAA-Greg Norman Scholar
Business Administration

“As a AAA scholar, I am pursuing my Master’s in Public Policy and Management at the University of Melbourne. The experience is rewarding, not only in building my knowledge and leadership skills, but in gaining a broader, international perspective.”

★★★ EMILY LEONARD
AAA-GSJMF Scholar
Health Public Policy and Management

“The AAA scholarship has not only allowed me to pursue my dreams, but it has given me the opportunity to study in another country (Australia) and learn from a new culture.”

★★★ SHAWN SKINNER
AAA Veteran Scholar
Sustainable Reef Management